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During the 1981 austral summer, USCGC Glacier supported
oceanographic studies of an area of the Amundsen continental
margin and the Bransfield Strait en route from McMurdo Sta-
tion to Palmer Station. During the limited time available for
scientific operations (7 days), 23 geologic stations (see table)
and 11 hydrographic stations were occupied. A geophysical
survey also was conducted. In addition, a biologist from
Hubbs Sea World Research Institute conducted whale obser-
vations (see Awbrey and Thomas, Antarctic Journal, this issue).

Science operations this season were hindered because -the
ship was unable to receive data on ice coverage by satellite
and the helicopters were disabled, thus making ice navigation
extremely difficult. Despite these problems, we did manage to
penetrate the sea ice on the outer shelf of the Amundsen Sea
between 108° and 110'W (see figure 1). An important objective
of our geologic program was to see if grounded ice deposits
exist on the continental shelf in this region. Eight piston cores
and three bottom grab samples were taken at 12 geologic sta-
tions in this area. Three piston cores taken on the continental
shelf (stations 5, 6, and 7) penetrated glacial deposits. We are
presently analyzing these sediments to determine whether
they were deposited by grounded ice or floating ice. The other
five piston cores were taken on the continental slope; they
contain a variety of glacial marine and nonglacial sediment
types.

On February 1, the Glacier departed the Amundsen Sea en
route to the Bransfield Strait area. The primary objective of our
Bransfield Strait survey was to acquire shallow seismic reflec-
tion profiles in the area for the purpose of locating geologic
outcrops. We also hoped to core those areas where outcrops
were indicated. Since only a small amount of ship's time was
available, most of this time was devoted to the geophysical
survey and to physical oceanographic work. We plan to return
to this area next season to conduct a more thorough piston
coring operation. The seismic survey was conducted through
the cooperation of L. McGinnis of Northern Illinois University
and R. Sylvester of the United States Geological Survey. An
800-joule teledyne sparker system and hydrophone streamer
was used to collect single-channel seismic data. Figure 2 shows
the locations of the seismic tracks and sediment sample loca-
tions.

Seismic profiling revealed several interesting features.
Along tracks BS3 and BS4 up to six reflecting layers were
detected, the lowermost of which was .07 second below the
sediment/water interface. At the southern end of track BS4
these layers have an apparent dip northwest under a bathy-

Geologic sample station data

Piston core
Station	 Depth	length
number	Position	(meters)	(centimeters)

1	710 02' S	2,466	128
110° 19' W

2	710 10' S	1,565	69
110° 21' W

3	710 13' S	1,000	69
110° 21' W

4	710 15' S	818	225
110° 20'W

5	710 14' S	567	149
110° 26' W

6	710 18' 5	450	148
110° 16' W

7	710 15' S	470	232
109° 00' W

8	710 11' 5	618	169
109° 02' W

9	710 11' S	480	None
109° 03' W

10	710 09' S	1,069	None
109° 02' W

11	710 03' S	2,089	None
108° 60' W

12	700 47' 5	3,065	None
108° 20' W

13	630 34' S	988	122
61° 33' W

14	630 24' S	68	None
61° 55' W

15	630 28' S	244	Bag sample only
16	630 28' S	433	Bag sample only

61° 50' W
17	63°29' 5	1,201	Bag sample only

61° 44' W
18	630 31' 5	1,300	172

61° 34' W
19	630 29' S	1,219	None

61° 40' W
20	630 31' 5	757	None

61° 21' W
21	630 24' 5	557	None

61° 10'W
22	630 16' 5	928	284

61° 57' W
23	630 14' S	936	278

61° 51' W

Note. Bottom grab taken at all stations but station 8.

metric trough. Potential outcrop of these layers was located
along tracks BS3 and BS4. Interestingly, these layers were
observed to lie at approximately the same water depths along
the different tracks. During profiling, some extremely steep
slopes (up to 25°) were recorded. These slopes strike east-
northeast roughly paralleling the regional structural fabric of
Bransfield Strait, and could be the expression of fault scarps
as postulated from gravity data (Davey 1972) and other seismic
data (Ashcroft 1974; Griffiths et al. 1964). Although seismic
penetration was not sufficient to show structural evidence for
faulting, bathymetry in the area of track ss4 does show north-
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Figure 1. Geologic station locations for area 1.
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Figure 2. Bathymetry, geologic station locations, and geophysical
tracks for area 2. Seismic tracks are designated Bsl through ss4.
The arrows indicate the start and stop points for each track.

northwest and east-northeast trending troughs that may be
related to the regional structural fabric of Bransfield Strait.
Near the end of track BA, layered sediment ponded in a
broadly U-shaped trough was observed. This trough is cut in
a highly reflective layer which, at other points near Low Island,
is marked by a knobby and terraced surface overlain by a thin
veneer of sediment. This highly reflective layer may be vol-
canoclastic rock or may be upfaulted basement rock.

During Deep Freeze 82, we will focus our coring operation
in areas where outcrops and near-surface exposures are indi -
cated on seismic records.
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